INTERGEO PREVIEW

WHO TO WATCH OUT
FOR IN 2015

INTERGEO 2015: SETTING A NEW BENCHMARK
THE CITY OF STUTTGART – AT THE
HEART OF EUROPE’S HIGH-TECH
REGION – PROVIDES A FITTING
HOST FOR THIS YEAR’S INTERGEO
CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION. SO
WHAT CAN VISITORS EXPECT AT THE
WORLD’S BIGGEST SUCH EVENT …
AND ONE THAT LOOKS SET TO BE
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER?
The statistics are impressive: an expected 500
plus public and private sector exhibitors occupying a record-breaking 30,000 square metres
of floor space in the city’s leading events
centre; an anticipated 16,000 visitors from 90
countries; a packed conference programme; a
myriad of side events. And behind the scenes,
a mammoth exercise by show organisers,
Hinte GmbH and hosts, the DVW (Germany’s
Society for Geodesy, Geoinformation and
Land Management), to make it an event to
remember.
One thing certain is the show’s growing
international appeal. “We anticipate that 40%
of visitors and 50% of exhibitors at Stuttgart
will come from outside Germany and that
the percentage of non-German visitors will
rise to around 50% at next year’s INTERGEO in
Hamburg,” notes Christoph Hinte, CEO of Hinte
GmbH.

A major topic of discussion at last year’s conference in Berlin – the European Union INSPIRE
Directive - remains a key theme of this year’s
gathering. Other topics high on the agenda
will be geodata for construction management,
as well as issues relating to property markets
and valuations – all of which are central to the
evolving concept of “smart cities” and “smart
villages”. Another highlight will be a panel discussion on “Geospatial information – a key element for emerging markets” with high profile

speakers including Bengt Kjellson (UN-GGIM
Europe), Ola Rollen (Hexagon), Steve Berglund
(Trimble) and Chris Cappelli (Esri).

Mai Ward, Managing Director of GeoConnexion
(centre), discusses arrangements for the INTERGEO
2015 UK Pavilion with Hinte GmbH owner and CEO
Christoph Hinte (left) and Managing Director Olaf
Freier (right). The trio were pictured on the INTERGEO
stand at the GEO Business 2015 conference and
exhibition staged in London earlier this year

With the highest number of people employed
in the high-tech sector in Europe, Stuttgart is a
natural venue for INTERGEO 2015. Pictured here is
the Schlossplatz, the city’s largest square. Photo: ©
Stuttgart-Marketing GmbH / Achim Mende

Issues surrounding geoinformation and mobility will be addressed by the DVW and DDGI
(Germany’s national Association for Geographic Information), while Geospatial 4.0, Big Data,
and geospatial networks will receive special attention as topics of international significance.
“INTERGEO is the ideal forum for discussing

MAPPING OUT THE FUTURE
The conference will convene with keynote
speeches from Chris Cappelli of Esri on “The
Age of the Location Platform: How Mapping
and GIS are Transforming the Work Environment” and from Prof. Georg Gartner of Vienna’s
University of Applied Sciences) and President
of the International Cartographic Association,
on “The Future of the Map – the Map of the
Future”.
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processes that could eventually benefit the entire value-added chain,”
says Prof. Karl-Friedrich Thöne, President of DVW. While the importance
of data cannot be underestimated, visualisation can be equally critical
– a point to be highlighted in presentations mounted during German
Cartographers’ Day, which this year forms part of INTERGEO.

BREAKING ALL RECORDS
The exhibition will debut a range of new targeted topic platforms
including a Printing Solution Park with its focus on generative manufacturing technologies that offer new opportunities to the GIS and AEC
sectors. “Using quick and cost-effective print processes to visualise and
produce 3D models improves decision-making at the planning stage
and cuts production costs thereafter”, says Daniel Katzer, Hinte’s Director
of Market Segment GEO & IT for the event.
Katzer is also pleased at the level of overseas interest in an event that
has already set a new benchmark by signing-up exhibitors from 25
countries and reserving an additional hall. “Exhibitors have expanded
their floor space by an average of more than ten percent since 2014
and we continue to receive requests, especially from companies in
foreign countries,” he says. While greater representation from North and
South America will be evident in Stuttgart, bookings from the United
Kingdom have increased significantly. Indeed, many UK businesses will
be participating in a UK Pavilion that will be more than double its size at
last year’s INTERGEO in Berlin.
For Hinte Managing Director Olaf Freier, the move is particularly welcomed. “We’ve worked hard with Pavilion hosts GeoConnexion over the
past four years to provide a cost-effective platform for UK companies
and organisations. To see this grow year-on-year is both testament
to the export interest of those participating and to the strong overall
growth in Anglo-German trade.”

Our preview continues by sampling who’s who and what’s new at this
year’s INTERGEO.
A feature of the INTERGEO exhibition over recent years has been the
number and variety of Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) on display.
2015 will be no exception thanks to a new, heavily application-oriented
“Interaerial Solutions” platform in Hall 8 of Messe Stuttgart. “Compared
to the presentations at INTERGEO 2010 alone, the proportion of UAS
manufacturers and service providers from this sector grew continuously
to over ten percent of exhibitors in 2014,” says Olaf Freier, who adds,
“The new platform provides a clearly-structured showcase for visitors
and users.” Complementing the exhibit, which has been spearheaded
in a partnership between Hinte GmbH and the German-speaking
Unmanned Aircraft Vehicle Association (UAV DACH), will be a UAS forum
and an outdoor Flightzone where visitors will be able to see the latest
industry offerings for inspection and monitoring, surveying, cartography and GIS data capture.
As in previous years, an expert panel has met in Karslruhe in advance
of INTERGEO to discuss trends and innovations in the geoinformation
industry. Geospatial 4.0 was very much to the fore of those discussions
and panellist agreed that the intelligent networking of sensors, data
and services is defining technological and strategic developments in
the industry. Representatives of the INTERGEO Advisory Board that
represents exhibitors - Prof. Gerd Buziek (ESRI Deutschland Group
GmbH), Alexander Georg (Leica Geosystems GmbH) and Jörg Amend
(Trimble GmbH) - see the trend as being towards networking systems
to optimise processes. Equally important in their thinking is the internationality of the event and the focus on vertical markets. In this respect,
they regard INTERGEO as the leading dialogue platform for knowledge
and technology transfer.

UK PAVILION 2015
The UK Pavilion, appearing for the third time at INTERGEO and occupying double the floor area of last year’s
event in Berlin, is proud to host the following companies:
Visit us in Hall 4
1Spatial www.1Spatial.com · BAE Systems www.baesystems.com · GeoConnexion Ltd www.
geoconnexion.com · NCTech Limited www.nctechimaging.com · Pelydryn Ltd www.pelydryn.co.uk
· QuestUAV Ltd www.questuav.com · Routescene www.routescene.com · Silicon Sensing Systems Ltd
www.siliconsensing.com · SkyCap www.skycap.com · TerraGo www.terragotech.com
Come along and see what the Best of British has to offer!

www.geoconnexion.com
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ADTOLLO
We are experienced software suppliers, developing our own systems for those who build society.
Topocad is easy to use and provides a powerful CAD system for all requirements when it comes to technical
survey calculations integrated with data import, CAD, net adjustment , civil planning, engineering, point
cloud and machine control data.
• Welcome to contact us for a free try-out version in our systems at adtollo.se/en or + 46 8 410 415 00.
• New function to convert point clouds to vector models.
• We value the relationship with all our clients and we have a close dialogue regarding future development.
Visit us at Hall 8, Stand F8.001 · www.adtollo.se/en/

ARITHMETICA LIMITED
Arithmetica is the inventive scientific software house that develops solutions for the geospatial industry.
Based at Shepperton Studios in South West London and with clients around the globe, Arithmetica is the
company behind Pointfuse, the ground breaking fully automatic point-cloud-to-CAD-model conversion and
visualization software, and SphereVision, our 360 degree imaging suite.
• At INTERGEO we’ll show automated cylindrical surface recognition and enhanced point cloud handling.
• Next we’re refining our modelling of sparse point clouds, for example building tops and handheld scans.
• Arithmetica develops software solutions for problems that many thought were impossible to solve.
Visit us at Hall 6, Stand B6.049 · www.arithmetica.com

CARLSON
Carlson Software is used by professionals in land surveying, civil engineering, construction, machine
control, mining, accident/crime investigation, and agriculture throughout the world. Providing powerful,
comprehensive and easy-to-use features, backed by dedicated customer service has been the hallmark of the
company since its founding in 1983.
• Look for the introduction of Carlson Precision 3D, which uses the newest technology for dynamic design.
• Carlson EMEA is working to expand its Precision 3D offerings as it continues to enhance its software.
• Carlson Software/EMEA is best known for its easy-to-use software and comprehensive technical support.
Visit us at Hall 8, Stand C8.017 · www.carlsonemea.com

R e m a rk a b l y Ea s y-To -Us e 3 D Engi neering Design S of t ware

A storm is coming - Precision 3D design is here.
CARLSON EMEA | Markerkant 1338 | 1314 AN Almere | The Netherlands | +31 (0) 36 750 1781 | www.carlsonemea.com
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HANDHELD GROUP AB
Handheld Group is a fast-growing manufacturer of ultra-rugged handhelds and tablets - all carrying high
IP-ratings and meeting stringent MIL-STD-810G standards for withstanding water, dust, shock and extreme
temperatures. We work with a strong network of dealers worldwide supplying rugged computers to a wide
spectrum of field applications, often in the most demanding environments.
• We have a versatile lineup of rugged handhelds and tablets and will also introduce product news at Intergeo.
• Continued growth and prosperity while expanding our product lineup of rugged computers.
• W
 e genuinely value sharing ideas back and forth with resellers and employees as we believe in growing
together as a team.
Visit us at Hall 8, Stand C8.084 · www.handheldgroup.com

GET THE BIG PICTURE
The ergonomic Nautiz X8 is a front-runner in the new
generation of handheld computers. It delivers the
largest, most brilliant capacitive touchscreen in its
class, along with an unprecedented combination of
processing power, connectivity and field ruggedness.

www.handheldgroup.com

AD_GeoConnexion Nautiz X8 186x47-20150528.indd
C-ASTRAL

1
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C-Astral is an aerospace enterprise and solution provider based in Ajdovscina, Slovenia, the “hub”of advanced
aerospace development and integration in this part of the world. The company is one of the market leaders
in the small unmanned systems (UAS) and services field and has a global presence, a robust research and
development program and advanced integration/customization capacities.
• New hand-launch modular ATLAS UAV with INTERGEO discount for all who sign a LOI within 30 days of event.
• Expand and connect with other actors in the UAS industry with advanced R&D and manufacturing capabilities
• Aeronautical efficiency, flexibility, global customer support. Enduring Precision, this IS our main goal!
Visit us at INTERGEO, (Hall/Stand number To Be Confirmed) · www.c-astral.com

JUNIPER SYSTEMS LIMITED
Juniper Systems designs and manufactures rugged handheld computers for use in extreme environments.
The Allegro 2TM, Archer 2™ and Mesa® Rugged Notepad are rated for extremely rugged conditions, perfect
for intensive data collection needs in the geomatics, mapping, and high-precision land and construction
surveying industries.
• New Mesa Rugged Notepad with built-in RFID; new Archer 2 with HazLoc certification
• Juniper listens and responds to our customers; we are introducing new products using Android OS
• W
 orld leader in design and manufacture of rugged, intuitive handheld computers, providing superior
customer service.
Visit us at Hall 4, Stand G4.026 · www.junipersys.com

www.geoconnexion.com
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LASER TECHNOLOGY
Most GIS field data collection software available today already has a built-in GPS laser offset function that
is compatible with LTI’s TruPulse professional grade laser rangefinders. Implementing laser offsets into
your work flow will save time and money and even reduce safety liabilities when measuring or positioning
features remotely. Ask LTI if your GIS software is laser-ready.
• LTI will be featuring all of the TruPulse measurement and mapping lasers and compatible software
• LTI plans to continuously innovate laser measurement technology and remain the leader in the industry
• Only LTI has a fully integrated 3-D compass laser that can outperform anything else in today’s market
Visit us at Hall 4, Stand C4-039 · www.lasertech.com

EMPOWER YOUR GIS WITH LASER DATA

GEOIMAGING
GeoImaging Ltd is an innovative SME, we offer scientific and professional solutions in GI and IT applications.
We are also active in EU & national funded R&D projects. Developing applications and providing expertise in
Photogrammetry, GIS, 3D modeling, IT & Software Development, Data Mining & Cartography.
• FORSAT: A satellite image processing platform for high resolution forest assessment.
• T o enter the Galileo and EGNOS market by developing an LBS Augmented Reality Assistive System for
Utilities Infrastructure Management
• Delivering customized R&D services and a wide record of successful research projects

HEXAGON GEOSYSTEMS
Hexagon Geosystems is a complete reality capture solution provider. With a sharp focus on information
technologies that capture, measure and visualise data; our high-quality products and solutions create
real digital worlds. Our solutions integrate sensors and software to provide intelligent data, which deliver
actionable information and improve the productivity of our customers.
• Customers of Hexagon Geosystems can enjoy the latest innovations in measurement technology.
• Our vision is to provide reality capture solutions that create real digital worlds.
• By providing a world-class brand portfolio, we help our customers to make the right decision.
Visit us at Hall 4, Stand F4.049 · www.leica-geosystems.com

INTERGEO 2015 Hall 4 | Booth F4.049
Hexagon Geosystems at the world’s leading trade fair for geodesy,
geoinformation and land management
Hexagon Geosystems will present reality-capture technologies and solutions for visualising, positioning and guiding
at INTERGEO 2015 in Stuttgart 15-17 September. Join us in Hall 4 Booth F4.049 to see applications in monitoring,
mapping, and airborne and terrestrial laser scanning. We look forward to welcoming you.
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HEXAGON MINING
Hexagon Mining unites world-leading product suites MineSight, Leica Jigsaw, SmartMine UG, and
SAFEmine. By integrating design, planning, and operations’ technologies, Hexagon Mining solves surface
and underground challenges for safer, more productive mines. Headquartered in Tucson, Arizona, Hexagon
Mining is a global network of mining professionals delivering technology to shape smart change.
• Hexagon Mining transforms data into knowledge with new BI/BA product, HxM Athena
• Hexagon Mining shapes smart change by optimizing design, planning, and operations for safer, more
productive mines.
• Hexagon Mining solve surface/UG challenges by integrating design, planning, and operations technologies.
Visit us at Hall 4, Stand F4.049 · www.hexagonmining.com

RACURS
Since its foundation in 1993 Racurs company has been developing an innovative digital mapping
software for processing aerial, space and terrestrial imagery. Our flagship product PHOTOMOD was one
of the first digital photogrammetric systems on the market. Today DPW PHOTOMOD is the most popular
photogrammetric software in Russia and well known all over the world.
• PHOTOMOD 6.1 — UAS data processing, new DSM creation algorithm, new blunder detection tools
• Improvements in UAS, parallel processing, 3D-modeling. Expansion to Asia & Latin America GIS market
• All sensors, unified close-knit workflow, efficient technological cycle, fast technical support.
Visit us at Hall 4, Stand G4.036 · www.racurs.ru/

SATEL OY
Satel provides the lowest connectivity life-cycle cost with robust products for mission-critical applications.
Satel radio modems and modules provide high reliability, minimal reaction time and last mile
connections in remote locations. This applies to all applications for which controlling, monitoring, metering
or alert sensor systems are part of the operation.
• We introduce new products (the fastest UHF radio module) and features (new protocols).
• We believe that reliable data communications will be an integral part of GNSS market growth.

MISSION-CRITICAL CONNECTIVITY

• Satel provides the lowest life-cycle cost with robust products for mission-critical connectivity.
Visit us at Hall 4, Stand G4.020 · www.satel.com

www.satel.com
Find us at
Stand G4.020

Hall 4

www.geoconnexion.com

Satel radio modems and modules
• Wireless data communications for mission-critical applications
• Robust and reliable RTK data link between GNSS base and rover stations
• Last mile connection to remote locations
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IMAJING
imajing is a leading provider of all-integrated and user-friendly portable mobile mapping device with inhouse positioning, mapping and imagery technologies. imajing® vertical solution enables simple, efficient
and cost effective large scale GIS data collection along transportation networks, to ensure accurate, up-todate and structured geographical field information for asset inventory, management and monitoring.
• imajbox MMS GNSS positioning solution enhanced with the new integration of GLONASS constellation.
• Going one step further in terms of R&D for automatic segmentation applied to road geometry and marking.
• imajing is unique for providing an end-to-end vertical solution for assets life cycle.
Visit us at Hall 6, Stand G6.036 · www.imajing.eu

SPECTRA PRECISION
Spectra Precision offers a complete product portfolio focusing on the specific needs of the surveying,
construction and GIS markets: GNSS receivers, motorized and mechanical total stations, data collectors,
and software solutions. Additionally, Spectra Precision is the worldwide distributor of Nikon optical survey
equipment, renowned for its precision and reliability.
• Spectra Precision brings a complete, versatile product portfolio which meets evolving needs of surveyors.
• Spectra Precision aims to become the number 1 player in the mainstream survey market worldwide.
• Spectra Precision provides unique combination of technological know-how, innovation and quality.
Visit us at Hall 6, C6.071/072 and A6.072 · www.spectraprecision.com

Grow as you Need
2015

SP60

The most versatile GNSS solution

Join us at our Booth,
Hall 6 C6.071 and A6.072

TOPCON POSITIONING GROUP
Innovative global market-leading company developing and manufacturing precise satellite and optical
products and software solutions for geopositioning, construction and agriculture.
GNSS, robotic, BIM, mass data collection solutions and committed support connect field and office in realtime, part of a complete workflow solution, exchanging data & communicating between site & the office.
• Topcon focuses presenting positioning solutions in an interactive, entertaining and realistic manner.
• Smart integration of information & technology to improve & create sustainable infrastructure & agriculture
• Topcon aims to be the first to market with new and innovative technologies and solutions
Visit us at Hall 6, Stand C6.025 · www.topconpositioning.eu

With you all the way
Experience how ...

To p c o n ’s i n n o v a t i v e G e o s pa t i a l so l ut i o ns a nd c o m m i t t e d sup po rt p ro vi d e
u n p a ra l l e l e d a c c u ra c y a nd e ff i c i e nc y g a i ns a c ro ss a ny p ro j e c t .
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RIEGL LASER MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS GMBH
RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems is a performance leader in the research, development and production of
terrestrial, industrial, mobile, bathymetric, airborne and UAS-based laser scanners and laser scanning systems.
RIEGL’s innovative hard- and software provides powerful solutions for nearly all imaginable fields of surveying
applications.
• RIEGL will showcase its complete product range including the new expanded VUX-1 LiDAR Sensor Series.
• Meet our international expert team from our offices in Austria, the United States, China, and Japan!
• Visit us to learn more about the comprehensive and advanced RIEGL LiDAR sensor portfolio.
Visit us at Hall 4, Stand E4.079 · www.riegl.com

TRIMBLE
Trimble applies innovative technologies allowing field and mobile workers in businesses and government to
collect, share and deliver complex information faster and easier, making them significantly more productive.
Trimble’s solutions are focused on applications requiring position or location—including surveying,
construction, agriculture, fleet and asset management, public safety and mapping.
• Hands-on demo of our suite of new solutions designed to offer you more deliverables & efficiencies.
• Equip our customers with innovative geospatial solutions to guide smart decision-making & streamline workflows.
• Help customers solve complex problems by offering built-in automation with field-to-finish solutions.
Visit us at Hall 8, Stand E8.047 · www.trimble.com

ZOLLER + FRÖHLICH GMBH
Zoller + Fröhlich is a leader in the fields of ferrules, wire harnessing and laser measurement technology
(hardware and software). As an internationally operating company, we cooperate with dealers in more than
40 countries and there are also subsidiaries in the UK, US and Italy.
• We will present new hardware and software solutions, enhancing the applications of laser scanning.
• Continual innovation in order to set new standards in the field of laser scanning.
• Data quality and the ability to develop customized solutions for our customers, which fulfil their needs.
Visit us at Hall 6, Stand C6.049 · www.zofre.de / www.zf-laser.com

How we build reality
InterGEO ®
Stuttgart 2
015,
Sept. 15 17
Booth C6
.049

www.geoconnexion.com
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